Alpha Epsilon Awards
Past Winners

2015 Winners
Most Outstanding Chapter: Virginia Tech
Most Improved Chapter: Auburn University Beta Chapter
New Project Seed Money: University of Illinois Delta Chapter

2014 Winners
Most Outstanding Chapter: Virginia Tech Eta Chapter
New Project Seed Money: University of Illinois Delta Chapter
Most Improved Chapter: University of Florida Gamma Beta Chapter

2013 Winners
Most Outstanding Chapter: Virginia Tech Eta Chapter
New Project Seed Money: University of Florida Gamma Beta Chapter
Most Improved Chapter: Purdue University Zeta Chapter

2012 Winners
Most Outstanding Chapter: Virginia Tech ETA Chapter
New Project Seed Money: University of Illinois Delta Chapter

2011
Most Outstanding - University of Illinois
New Project Seed Money - Cornell University
Most Improved Chapter - Cornell University

2010
Most Outstanding - North Carolina A & T
New Project Seed Money - Purdue University
Most Improved Chapter - Cornell University

2009
Most Outstanding - Virginia Tech
New Project Seed Money - University of Illinois

2007
Most Outstanding - Virginia Tech
Most Improved - University of Illinois

2006
Most Outstanding - University of Illinois
Most Improved - The Ohio State University
**2005**
Most Outstanding - Virginia Tech
Most Improved - Oklahoma State

**2004**
Most Outstanding
1st Place - Oklahoma State University
2nd Place - University of Illinois
Most Improved - University of Arkansas

**2003**
Most Outstanding
1st Place Award - Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
2nd Place Award - University of Kentucky

**2002**
Most Outstanding
1st Place - Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
2nd Place - Cornell University
Most Improved - University of Arkansas

**2001**
Most Outstanding
1st Place - University of Illinois
2nd Place - Purdue University